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KRONE TELEMATICS PORTAL: THE ALL-IN-ONE
SOLUTION FOR LOGISTIC
The all-in-one solution for logistics

In order to bundle data from a wide variety of telematics systems on a single interface, Krone utilises a
flexible data structure and an optimised, clear display. No matter what vehicle type, vehicle
manufacturer or telematics box is installed, the Krone Telematics Portal prepares the data according to
the customer's requirements. It supplies neutral, standardised data that is precisely tailored to the
customer's needs. The data of all vehicles appears in an identical format, so that standardised alarms,
workflows and reports are easily possible across a variety of data sources.

Krone Telematics Portal: complete control, all the time

The Krone Telematics Portal is distinguished by its intuitive usability, thanks to icons, colours and
information that is immediately visible. It also guides each user through the comprehensive functions
in a clear and comprehensible manner. The versatile setting options range from assigning rights to
users through to live alarms at the vehicle level or for vehicle groups through to customisable reports
and customer-specific extensions.

Users can easily determine the current status of their vehicles and units at first glance. This data
includes the position, the current temperature in the freight compartment, the door status, the
coupling status of the tractor unit, tyre pressures or even indications from the brake system and the
refrigeration unit. This keeps users up to date on whether their transports are running smoothly or
whether preventive action is necessary. The Krone Telematics Portal's web-based interface makes it
available immediately and from anywhere, without any installations.
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The Krone Push API 

This flexible software architecture is continuously expanded, according to customer demands. The
Krone Push API supplies the desired data to any other provider to do this. This allows users to access
the data where they need it and avoids isolated solutions. This saves time and resources, which the
customers can devote to their actual goal: ensuring perfect transportation.

Krone Telematics App: ready for use anywhere

The Krone Telematics App for iOS and Android increases Krone's ability to monitor and control vehicles
from everywhere. The app reports alarms through push notifications, makes it possible to control the
refrigeration unit and even enables access control for vehicles equipped with the Krone Door Protect
system.

To ensure data security and availability at all times, specialists work around the clock in Krone's
dedicated data centre, continuously maintaining standards at the highest level available.

 

Visit us at the Krone trade fair stand! 

IAA Transportation 2022 | 20/09/2022 –25/09/2022 |

Hanover Fair | Hall 27 | Stand C40 | outdoor area N41, Q41, P43

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.:
SIMON RICHENHAGEN
Phone +49 5951 209-8216 · E-mail: simon.richenhagen@krone.de
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